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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a complete non-archimedean valued field. A K-Banach algebra 
is a K-algebra A, together with a norm: 11 I] : A -+ Y$ for which 
(i) jlxll>O; l]zl]=O if and only if x=0 
(ii) IIJxll= 14 II41 
(iii) lk+~ll< max (1141~ Ilvll) 
09 llwll G ll4l IMI 
for all x, y E A and 3, E K, and such that A is complete with respect to 
the metric (x, y) I-+ /Ix--y/I. 
In this paper we will describe a category of K-Banach algebras that 
resembles the class of commutative C*-algebras of the Gelfand theory. 
The theorem of Gelfand-Naimark states that such algebras are isomorphic 
to C,(X). (Here X is the maximal ideal space of the algebra with the 
Gelfand topology, and C,(X) is the algebra of all continuous complex- 
valued functions on X that vanish at infinity under the supremum norm.) 
In the non-archimedean theory we define a C*-algebra to be a closed 
K-subalgebra of C&X + K). Here X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, 
K is the completion of the algebraic closure of K, and C,(X -+ K) is the 
K-Banach algebra of all continuous functions on X with values in K that 
vanish at infinity. For such C*-algebras A we can prove some sort of a 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem (see 1.6). Every maximal ideal M of A is equal 
to (/E A: /(x)=0) f or some x E X, and the quotient norm on A/M is a 
valuation. (In particular, every closed K-subalgebra of K is a field, 
Corollary 1.3.) 
The results can be applied to Li(G -+ K), the algebra of Haar integrable 
functions on an abelian locally compact group G, with convolution as 
multiplication. In [2] it has been shown that if K has sufficiently many 
roots of unity then Ll(G + K) N C,(GA -+ K), where GA is the character 
group with the usual topology. Our theory now gives results for Ll(G -+ K), 
even when K is not equipped with many roots of unity. (Section 2.) 
Throughout this paper X is a totally disconnected locally compact 
Hausdorff space. It then follows that there is a base for the topology 
consisting of sets which are both open and closed (“clopen” sets). K is 
a field with a complete non-archimedean valuation I 1. The valuation 
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on K can (uniquely) be extended to a valuation (again called 1 1) on the 
algebraic closure K’ of K. (In fact, for [ E K’ we have 151 =“m where 
Tn+ an-IT+1 + . . . +a0 E K[T] is the manic minimum polynomial of 5. 
It follows that l[/=]q/ in case 5 and q are conjugate. See [3].) We denote 
the completion of K’ by K; it is, in an obvious way, a complete non- 
archimedean valued field. We have {[El: 5 E K}={l[l: 5 E K’}, so if 7 E K 
then by the above remark on the extension of valuations there is an 
m ~‘ln for which 171” E (151: E E K}. (We need these facts in Lemma 1.1.) 
For a closed K-subalgebra L of K we denote by C&X + L) the K- 
Banach algebra of all continuous functions f : X + L such that for each 
E > 0 there exists a compact Y C X for which If(s)1 <E whenever x $ Y, 
the norm being defined by 
llfll= sup {IfWl: x E x> (f E Qm(X --f L))* 
For any set Z C X we denote by 5~ the K-valued characteristic function 
of 2. Finally, we will write n (Z, Q, ‘& q) for the set of the positive integers 
(integers, rational numbers, real numbers, complex numbers). 
1. THE STONE-WEIERSTRASS THEOREM 
In this section we study the closed K-subalgebras of C,(X + K). 
1.1. LEMMA. Let A be a closed K-subalgebra of C-(X -+ I?). Let f E A 
and c E {If(x)/ : x E X), c> 0. Then there exists a g E A such that for all x E X 
Ih-4l = 1 if IfWl =G 
Idx)l< 1 if IfWl 7% 
PROOF. There exist m ED and ,!l E K for which cm= IpI. As we can 
replace f by B-If” we may assume c= 1. The set {x E X: If(x l> is 
compact and f : X --f .l? is continuous, so we can choose algebraic elements 
011, . . ..and? with 
and 
Let t = 1011). For each i there exist (xtr=~ye, o(ta, . . . . soya E K such that 
Pi(T) = nj (1 -&j-IT) is the minimum polynomial of art over K. Then 
la~I=]olt]>l for eachj. For any r(l), . . . . r(n) E%I set P(T)=TJJfPi(T)r(*) 
and g=P(f). Then g E A, and we shall show that r(l), . . ., r(n) can be 
chosen in such a way that g has the properties announced in the lemma. 
If x E X and If(x)1 ~1, then for all i and j, If(x)l<larl=Ilx~~l, so 
11 -w1f(41 = 1, Imfw)l= 1, and Ig(z) I = If (x)1. Thus, whatever values we 
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select for the exponents r(i), we always have 
IgWl= 1 if If( = 1, 
Id4l< 1 if IfWl < 1. 
Now take an x with /f(x)1 > 1. There is an io such that If(x) -0161~ 1. Then 
If(x) --012~ll< 101~,,11, and If(s)/ = Io~i,+j = I~l~~~l for each j. Therefore, lP&%))I Q 
< Iat,lJ-W-1. F or all i>io we find iolfjjrl= lIxi[ > IByzol = If(x so that 
Pt(fW)l < 1. F or all i <io we have 14 = 14 < hoI = If(x)1 -=z [lfll, lo+-f(x)1 Q 
G max (lwl, If@)l) Q llfll I4 and IW(4)l Q IIWi) , where d(i) is the 
degree of Pt. 
Thus, if If(x)1 > 1 there is an ia such that 
ISM G Ilfll~-r(t~) II Ilfll’(i)d(~)* i<iO 
Inductively, we can choose the r(i) so that 
Then 
(1 + 2 r(i)d(i)) log llfll <r(io) log t for i0= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
i<i, 
and we are done. 
lgb)l< 1 if If(x 1 
1.2. LEMMA. Let f be an element of a closed K-s&algebra A of 
C, (X-t R) and let c> 0. Then A contains the characteristic function of 
{x E x: If(x)1 =c>. 
PROOF. By the preceding lemma we may assume /fll= c= 1. Let 
Y={xd: If(x)l=l} and s= sup {If(z)1 : x 6 Y}. Then SC 1. There exist 
algebraic elements al, . . . , Bn E R such that jolt1 = 1 and f(Y) C {a E R: 
IoI--LY~~ < + for some i}. As above, let 01(1=01(, 0122, . . ., 01(d(t) be the conjugates 
of OLD so that Pg(T)= JJ (1 --ortj- IT) is the minimum polynomial of OL( 
over K. Set P(T)= 1- JJ P$(T) and g= P(f). Then g E A. The absolute 
values of the coefficients of P are < 1, so jg(x)l Q If(x)1 for all x, and 
/g(x)/ Qs for x $ Y. 
For every x E Y there exists an ai,, such that If(z)-aa,l G&; then 
Pi,(f(N)l G$Y I ITi Pi(f(X))l<8 and Ig(x) - II<&. Define the sequence 
go, gl, ..- E A by 
go=g, gn+l=--gn4+2gn2 (n=O, 1, 2, . ..). 
If & is the function OL I+ -014+2012 (PER), then I&(or)-1~~~01-1~2 for 
Ioc- 11 Q 1 and I&(a)1 G IoL[~ for 10~1~ 1. Inductively we infer that 
Ign(X)/ <S2n if X $f Y, 
Ign(x) - II< (+)2” if x E Y. 
Hence, EY = lim gn E A. 
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1.3. COROLLARY. Every non-zero closed K-subalgebra of a is a Jield 
(and contains K). 
PROOF. Let R be a non-zero closed K-subalgebra of K. Applying 
Lemma 1.2 (taking for X a one-point space) we find 1 E R. 
Let a E R, a #O. Then aR is a non-zero closed subalgebra of K, hence 
contains 1. Then a-1 E R. 
1.4. LEMMA. Let A be a closed subalgebra of C&X -+ K). De&e 
N={xEX: f(x)=0 f or all f E A), and define an equivalence relation w on 
X\N by 
xl w x2 if f(xl)=f(xz) for dl f E A. 
Then A is just the set of all f E C,(X --f K) that have the properties 
(i) f=O on N, 
(ii) if x1, x2 E X\N and x1 m x2, then f(xl)= f(x2). 
PROOF. Let B consist of the f E C&X --f K) that have the properties 
(i) and (ii). Obviously A C B: it remains to prove B C A. 
Let Y be the space X\N mod w under the quotient topology. Every 
f E B defines an p: Y + K by 
f(x mod m) = f(x) (x E X\N). 
Let B= {f: f E A}. Every PG 2 is continuous. For every E > 0 the set 
{=X: If(x 1 E is compact. The surjection X\N += Y being continuous 
it follows that {y E Y: If(y)l> > E is compact. For every y E Y there is an 
pry 2 with f(y) #O. Hence, Y is locally compact and B C C,( Y --f K). 
Further, llfll= llfll f or all f E A ; so 2 is closed in C,( Y --f K). Clearly, 
B is a subalgebra of C,J Y + K). Further, Y is totally disconnected. 
(By Lemma 1.2, B, and therefore C,( Y -+ K), contain “many” continuous 
characteristic functions of compact sets.) 
It follows from Kaplansky’s Theorem (see [l]) (applied to the one-point 
compactification of Y) that 6= C,( Y -+ K). Hence, for every f E B we 
have JEB and f E A. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let A be a closed K-subalgebra of C,(X -+ I?). Let 
N={xEX: f(x)=0 f or all f E A}. For a E X set Aa= {f(a): f E A}. Then for 
a 6 N, A, is a closed sub$eld of R. 
PROOF. By Corollary 1.3 it suffices to prove that A, is closed. Let 
fl, f2, **’ E A be so that Zf,Ja) converges in R; we show that Zf,Ja) E A,. 
Set 
sn=fnE{x EX: jfn(x)I =jf?&(a)I}. 
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By Lemma 1.2, gn E A. Further, 1/grill = /fn(a)l, so lim llgnll = 0, and Zgn E A. 
But now Zfn(a) = (Zgn)(a) E A,. 
Let A, N, A, be as above. The formula 
a N b if If(a)1 =If(b)j for all f E A 
defines an equivalence relation N in X\N. The equivalence class of 
aEX\N is 
n 1~ E x: ifw = ifwh 
1EA 
hence is compact. 
If a, b E X\N are equivalent and if f,g E A, f(a)=g(a), then If(b)-g(b)1 = 
= I(f -g)(b)1 = I(f -g)(a)1 =O, so f(b)=g(b). Hence, if a N b there exists a 
(unique) map CT&: A, --f & for which 
@&f(a)) =f(b) (f E A). 
This oab is isometric, bijective, and a K-algebra homomorphism. If a N b 
and b N c, then oae= Gbc o &b. 
1.6. “STONE-WEIERSTRASS” THEOREM. In the notations introduced 
above, A consists of all f E C,(X + R) for which 
(i) f(x)=0 for XEN; f(x)EA% for XEX\N; 
(ii) if x, y E X\N and x N y, then f(y)=o,,(f(x)). 
PROOF. Obviously every f E A has the properties (i) and (ii). 
Let Ao=A n C,(X + K). Then (Lemma 1.2) N={x E X: f(x)=0 for all 
f E Ao). For x, y EX\N define 
x w y if f(x)=f(y) for all f E Ao. 
If x N y then x m y. (The isomorphism a,, leaves K pointwise invariant). 
Conversely, if x, y E X\N and if 1 f(x)1 #If (y)l for some f E A, then by 
Lemma 1.2 there is a g E A0 with g(x)= 1, g(y) = 0; hence, if x m y then 
x N y. From Lemma 1.4 we now infer that Ao is the set of all f E C,(X -+ K) 
that have properties (i) and (ii) mentioned in this theorem. 
Now let f E C,(X -+ R) have these properties (i), (ii), and let E> 0: 
we make an h E A such that Ilf-hII<&. For every u EX with If(a) 
there exists an faEA for which fa(a)=f(a). Set Ua={x~X: if(z)I 
Ifa(f(x)/ <E}. Then [u, E C&X + K) and &, has the properties (i) 
and (ii); so [u, E Ao CA. By compactness there exist al, . . . . a, such that 
{x E X: If(x)I> U,, u . . . u U,,. Put Vi= U,\U,, u . . . u U,-,; then 
f&vi E A and Ilf -Zf&Jl<E. Thus, we can take h= Zf&vi. 
1.7. COROLLARY. Let I be a closed ideal in A. DeJine NI= {x E X : 
f(x)= 0 for all f E I}. Then NT is a union of equivalence classes, and 
I={f EA: f=O on NI}. 
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Purther, A/I is (us a Banach algebra) isomorphic to (f E C,(iV1 + I’?) : f = 0 
on N; f(x) E A, for all x E Nz\N; and u&f(x))=f(y) if x, y E Nz\N and 
x -Y>* 
PROOF. We apply our “Stone-Weierstrass” Theorem to I. First of all, 
I is a closed subalgebra of C&Y +-i?). If x E X\NI, then I, (which is 
{f(x) : f E I}) is a non-zero ideal of Az, so I, = A,. If 2, y E X\NI and z N y, 
then trivially If(x)1 = If(y)/ f or all f E I. Conversely, let x, y E X\NI be so 
that If(x)1 = If(y)1 f or all f E I. Choose an e E I such that le(x)j = le(y)I = 1. 
For all ge A we have eg ~1, so Ig(z)~=I(eg)(x)J=~(eg)(y)~=~g(y)l. Hence, 
x N y. We have proved: if x, y E X\Nz, then x N y if and only if If(x)1 = 
= If (y)J for all f E I. Finally, it is obvious that ozU(f (x)) = f(y) for all 
x, y EX\NI with x N y, and for all f E I. 
Corollary 1.7 now follows directly from Theorem 1.6. 
We will say that a K-Banach algebra A is a (Y-algebra if there exists 
a locally compact totally disconnected Hausdorg space X, such that, as a 
Banach algebra, A is isomorphic to a closed K-subazgebra of C,(X -+ I?). 
A satisfactory abstract characterization of C*-algebras is still lacking. 
However, the next theorem shows that C*-algebras have a lot of properties 
that can be formulated in terms of Banach algebras only and, moreover, 
that these properties are similar to those of the complex C*-algebras. 
1.8. THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra. Let AO be the closed linear hull 
of the set of all idempotents of A. 
(a) Every closed subazgebra and every quotient of A by a closed ideal 
is a P-algebra. 
(b) Every f E A can be written as a product f =gh for certain g E A, 
lM= llfll ~KJ h E Ao, llhll =c 1. 
(c) A has an approximate identity consisting of idempotents of norm 1. 
(d) The formulas 
Io=I n Ao, I=IoA 
yield a one-to-one correspondence between the closed ideals I of A and the 
closed ideals IO of -40. 
(e) Every closed ideal of A is an intersection of closed maximal ideab. 
(f) Every maximal i&Z of A is closed and modular. If I is a maximal 
ideal, the norm on A/I is a valuation. In, fact, A/I is isomorphic (as a 
Banach algebra) to some closed subjteld of j?. 
(g) Every closed prime ideal of A is maximal. 
PROOF. Let A C C-(X + a). 
(a) Corollary 1.7 and the definition of a C*-algebra. 
(b) Assume llfll< 1. If the valuation of K is trivial, take h= EU where 
U = {x E X: f(x) #0} and apply Lemma 1.2. Otherwise, choose w E K, 
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O<IwI<l. For Nan let U,={x~x: Iw12n-2>If(2)j~Iw121a}. By 1.2, 
[u, E Ao. Put h = Zwn-i[u,,, g = Z/w-“+i&. 
(c) Let fi, . . . . fn E A and E> 0. If e is the characteristic function of 
Ua (x E X: If&)1 =} th en e is an idempotent of norm Q 1, and ]]ef~-Q] 4~ 
for each i. 
(d) By the first part of the proof of 1.6, A and Ao determine the same 
equivalence relation on X\N. Corollary 1.7 yields a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the closed ideals of A and the closed subsets of X 
that contain N and are unions of equivalence classes. But it also yields 
a one-to-one correspondence between the closed ideals of A0 and the same 
closed subsets of X\N. The rest is easy. 
(e) Again, Corollary 1.7. 
(f) Let I be a maximal ideal. In the ring A/I every element is a 
product of two elements of A/I (by (b)), so that the multiplication in 
A/I is not trivial. By the maximality of I it follows that A/I must be a 
field. Choose e E A so that e mod I is the unit element of A/I; then 
ef - f E I for all f E A, and I is modular. Moreover, just as in the theory 
of real or complex Banach algebras, I n {h E A : ]]~-e]] < l} = Ca. (In fact, 
suppose fi,EI, l/h-ell<l. Set g= 2: (e-h.)n. Then (e-h)g=g-(e-h), 
so that e = (g -eg) +h+hg E 1.) Hence, the closure of I is a proper ideal. 
But I was maximal, so I must itself be closed. 
Then by Corollary 1.7 there is an a E X such that I= {f E A : f(a) = 01, 
and A/I is isometrically isomorphic to A,. 
(g) Let P be a proper closed prime ideal. Then by (a) B= A/P is a 
C*-algebra without zero divisors. It follows from the proofs of 1.6 and 1.4 
that Bo is isomorphic to C,( Y --+ K) for some locally compact totally 
disconnected Y. Having no zero divisors, Bo is isomorphic to K. From 
(d) we infer that B has only trivial closed ideals. Hence, by (e), (0) is a 
maximal ideal in B : P is maximal in A. 
2. APPLICATION TO THE GROUP ALGEBRA 
In the sequel p is the characteristic of the residue class field of K 
(which is also the characteristic of the residue class field of K). G is a 
totally disconnected locally compact abelian group. It is known that every 
neighborhood of the identity element of G contains a compact open 
subgroup. ([4], 8.1). G is called torsional if it is the union of its compact 
subgroups. G is p-free if for no pair of compact open subgroups HI C Hz 
the index [HZ : HI] is divisible by p. (Every G is O-free). We assume that 
our G is both torsional and p-free. 
For f E C,(G + K) and x E G we define f&)=f(q) and f-(y)= f(y-1) 
for all y E G. In [2], (2.2.3) it is shown that there exists a K-valued 
K-linear function m on C&G -+ K) (the Haar integral) such that m(fi) =m(f) 
(f E C,(G --f K); x E G) and llmll= 1. This Haar integral induces a con- 
volution in C&G + K) : 
(f * g)(x) =m(fs) (f, g E G(G + K) ; x E G) 
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making it into a Banach algebra which we call Li(G + K). (See [2], (3.1.2)). 
m extends uniquely to a a-valued Haar integral % on C,(G --f x). 
Under convolution, C,(G -+ ff) is a Banach algebra D(G + J?) over Et. 
Let GA be the dual group of G. This G^ may be identified with the 
group of all continuous homomorphisms of G into the discrete group of 
all roots of unity of R, equipped with the compact-open topology. (For 
details, see [2], (4.3) or [4], Ch. 9). Every f E D(G -+ a) has a Fourier 
transform f^ E C,(G* + a) defined by 
f^(P) =m(fB-) (B E GA). 
It is shown in [2], (5.2.11) that the Fourier Transformation f I-+ f^ is a 
a-Banach algebra isomorphism of Li(G + E) onto C,(G* --+ x). As 
Li(G + K) clearly is a closed K-subalgebra of Lr(G + x) we have the 
following result. 
2.1. THEOREM. If G is torsional and p-free, then D(G + K) is a 
C*-algebra. 
Consequently, Theorem 1.8 holds for group algebras. 
It is not hard to make Theorem 2.1 more precise. First we observe that, 
if 8, y E GA and Ker ,S= Ker y, then ,W(K)=y-l(K). (In fact, for z E G 
and p E GA we have b(x) E K if and only if K contains a primitive m-th 
root of unity where m = min {n E Tr : zn E Ker @}). The reader will now 
be able to prove 
2.2. THEOREM. Let G be torsional and p-free. For p E G” let A, be the 
smallest closed sub$eld of I? containing K and ,9(G). For p, y E GA write 
,i? N y if Ker ,5= Ker y (so that B-l(K)=y-l(K)) and /?=y on /z-l(K). 
(4 N is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes are compact. 
If @ N y then B(G) = y(G), A,= A, and there is a unique isometric K-iso- 
morphzsm os,, of A, onto A, such that osy o B= y. 
(b) The Fourier Transform&ion f I+ f^ is an isomorphism of Ll(G -+ K) 
onto the K-Banach algebra consisting of all g E C,(G* + I?) for which 
6) s(B) E 4 (B E GA). 
(ii) if /3, y E GA and ,3 - Y then s(y) = y&AW 
(c) 4= if W : f E LYG + K)). For B, y E GA ,we have /3 N y if and only 
if IfA( =If^(y)I for all f ELYG + K). 
The situation is even simpler if G is compact, because then G^ is discrete 
and each /3(G) is finite, cyclic. 
For a family (At), p1 of Banach algebras let oi tI At denote the Banach 
algebra {x E n At : for every E > 0 there exist only finitely many indices i 
for which ]]x~l]>&}. (We p rovide this algebra with the sup-norm.) 
2.3. THEOREM. Let G be compact and p-free. There exists a family 
of valued fields (K& EI such that 
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(i) Each Kf is obtained from K by adjoining a root of unity. 
(ii) D(G + K) is (as a K-Banach algebra) isomorphic to oicl Kb. 
This theorem follows without too much difficulty from Theorem 2.2. 
For a completely different proof, see [a], Th. 8.18. 
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